
Room-by-Room 
Paint Selection Guide
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PAINTS FOR THE WAY YOU LIVE.



BEFORE YOU 
CHOOSE YOUR 
COLOR, CHOOSE 
A PAINT THAT FITS 
THE WAY YOU LIVE. 

Sherwin-Williams has a paint to fit every 
room of your home, from high-traffic 
kitchens to master bedroom retreats.

Homeowner Information: 
 
Name:

Address:

Phone Number:

Email:



My Kitchen is:

Mostly used for meal prep with the occasional game night

A catch-all, high-traffic hub

A place to experiment with fresh, fragrant ingredients

Generally used for special occasions only

My Bathroom is:

A relaxing retreat with some occasional splashing

Functional for the whole family, kids and pets included

Spotless, sparkling and inviting at all times

A welcoming, luxurious space for guests.

My Living Room is:

Luxurious, but livable

Classic and comfortable with a family focus

Open, airy and always inviting

Simply refined with an upscale aesthetic

My Bedroom is:

A tranquil but practical space

Frequented by rough and tough kids and pets

Fresh, neat and always ready for guests

A sophisticated and stylish retreat 

STEP 1 – Define your room.
Pick one description for each room that best suits your lifestyle.



The Chef’s Kitchen
In this elegant kitchen, hone 

your chef skills for family 
and friends without having 

to worry about spills and 
splatters. On these walls, 

messes from cooking mishaps 
or muddy shoes won’t turn into 

permanent stains.

The Family-Friendly 
Kitchen

This high-traffic kitchen is the 
center of the home, and it is 

more than a place to cook and 
eat. The walls need to stand up 

to more than food splatters: 
dog food bowls, work shoes 
and the occasional science 

experiment.

The Fresh Kitchen
Don’t worry about smelling 
last night’s cheddar broccoli 

medley while eating tonight’s 
sweet onion chicken dish in 

this adventurous kitchen. 
Breathe easy knowing  

that only the aromas of your 
newest culinary adventure  
will make an appearance at 

your dinner party.

The Showroom 
Kitchen 

Your kitchen isn’t just for meal 
prep, it’s for showing off your 
unique style. This room will 

impress your visitors, whether 
you decided to cook or 

carryout tonight’s menu.

The Beautifully Serene 
Bathroom

This chic space is no match for 
occasional splashing. Whether 

it’s time for a relaxing bath 
or the morning rush, this 

bathroom will always be a 
calm, stylish retreat.

The Timeless 
Bathroom

Don’t worry about scuffs and 
splashes in this busy bathroom. 
It is used by everyone, kids and 
guests alike, and the walls will 
look great from book club to 

bath time.

The Sparkling Clean 
Bathroom

Even if it’s the basement 
bathroom, it won’t have mold 

or mildew on the walls. This 
fresh, sparkling clean space 

always feels clean and inviting.

The Elegant  
Bathroom 

Impress your guests with  
a luxurious space designed  

to perfection. Its classic  
and high-end look will  
stand the test of time. 

The Sophisticated 
Living Room

Create an inviting, luxurious 
space that you’re proud to 
show to any guests. Host a 

dinner party one night and a 
family movie night the next. 

The Cozy  
Living Room 

The last thing you have time 
to worry about is keeping 

your family and guests from 
touching the walls. This main 

living space is easy to keep 
clean and inviting without 

having to stop life from 
happening.

The Open Air 
Living Room

This living room is a place 
to unwind away from the 
busy world and its harsh 

environment. It doubles as a 
relaxing retreat, sometimes 

even a yoga studio.

The Refined 
Living Room

The backdrop for your 
favorite art shouldn’t be a 

second thought when you’re 
entertaining friends and 

family. They deserve a 
sophisticated backdrop that 
will look fabulous even after 

a busy party.

The Dream-Inducing 
Master Bedroom

Your bedroom design deserves 
as much attention as the rest 

of your home. Spread your 
impeccable design taste by 

adding exceptional appearance 
and durability for an easy 

night’s sleep.

The Rock ’N’ Roll 
Kids’ Bedroom

This is truly a place where kids 
are free to have fun, but you 
won’t have to wonder how 
you’ll clean up after them. 

Art projects, skateboards or 
grade-school sleepovers in this 

bedroom won’t damage the 
walls or stop the paint from 

looking like new.

The Spacious Spare 
Bedroom

Offer your guests a fresh space 
that is inviting no matter how 

long it has been unused. 
They’ll sleep well in a stylish, 

clean retreat.

The Secret  
Hideaway Bedroom
This luxurious bedroom is 

an extension of your stylish 
home, not just a space to sleep. 

Showcase your style and 
create a space that is elegant 

and refined.

STEP 2 – Understand your space.
Follow the COLOR of your answer from STEP 1 to the corresponding room below.



Emerald®
Interior Acrylic Latex

• Best-in-class performance

• Exceptional hide and 
durability

• Blocks stains

• Washes easily

• Resists streaking  
and spotting

Available in:
• Flat

• Matte

• Satin

• Semi-Gloss

Duration Home®
Interior Acrylic Latex

• Technology to help repel stains

• Resists color rub-off

• Easily wipes clean with  
mild soap and water

• Moisture Resistant 
Technology

• Start using the room  
in as little as two hours  
after application

Available in:
• Flat

• Matte

• Satin

• Semi-Gloss

Harmony®
Interior Acrylic Latex

• An advanced,  
low-VOC formula

• Reduces ambient odors*

• Helps improve indoor  
air quality

• Features anti-microbial 
agents to inhibit the  
growth of mold and  
mildew on the paint film

Available in:
• Flat

• Eg-Shel

• Semi-Gloss

Cashmere®
Interior Acrylic Latex

• Elegant, high-end look

• Has classic style

• Covers smoothly

• Stands up to scrubbing

Available in:
• Flat

• Pearl

• Low Lustre

• Medium Lustre

*The length of time Harmony actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area.
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STEP 3 – Find the paint that’s right for you.
Continue to follow the COLOR of your answers from STEPS 1 and 2 
to find your perfect finish.
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Visit sherwin-williams.com. 

WE’RE DEDICATED TO HELPING YOU 
SELECT PAINTS THAT FIT YOUR NEEDS 
AND MEET YOUR EXPECTATIONS.


